Learning Activities: Year 5/6
Week Commencing: 20th April 2020
Below are a list of activities for you to complete with your child this week. You can contact
me by email or through learning conversations on your child’s Hwb account. Please do not
hesitate to contact me if you are unsure of your child’s Hwb log in or password, or if you
need support with the activities. ( HarringtonL11@hwbcymru.net )

Literacy
1

2
3

Spelling – Make a list of all the homophones you can think of (words that sound
the same but have different spellings) You can write the words in interesting ways
– different coloured pens, paints, use of chalk outside, in sand etc.
Examples – pair, pear,
Writing – Log into J2E and use one of the writing tools to complete a diary entry
about how you are feeling, and what you are doing during lockdown. Use the
comment tool to let me know when you are ready for me to read it 
Reading – See reading activity sheet on J2E, which gives children different book
based activities they can complete.

Numeracy
1
2

Multiplication Facts – Complete and save a session using J2 Blast. Use the speech
bubble above the task to let me know when you have completed the activity.
Division Facts– Follow this link and click on ‘Division Facts’ choosing mixed facts up
to either 10 or 12. I wonder if anyone can beat my high score- 29! Good luck 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
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Measurement Activities- Use a ruler to measure items around the house or
garden. As a challenge, children can convert the measurements from cm to mm or
m, or put the measurements in order. If the weather is nice, children can also
measure and calculate the perimeter (distance around the edges) of a garden or
outdoor space. They can measure length with steps, and use this to find the
perimeter by adding the length of each side together.
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Science – Create a list of habitats where water is found, and find out what type of
animals might live there. If you live within walking distance of a river, and it is
possible for the family to visit the river to take their daily exercise, you could all go
for a walk down to the river, and look at what habitats you can see. Only do this if
children can be supervised safely. If not possible complete ‘Labelling a River’
Activity on j2E
Complete at least one Joe Wicks workout activity this week! On Friday’s they are
fancy dress so if you are taking part we would love to see your photos which you
can tweet us or upload to HWB 

Topic and PE
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